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WHAT IS WORD PROCESSING 
Software programs that are called word processors, or word processing programs, enable you to type letters, stories, 

reports, newsletters and other documents. Word processing programs have features that permit you to edit text, make 

changes to the format or appearance of the document, check for spelling errors, insert graphic illustrations and save and 

print documents. 

 
Word processing is an important function of computers and presents a good starting place for you to learn what a 

computer can do for you. 

 

STUDENT EXERCISE FILES 
To help you use some of the features of Word without having to do a lot of typing, we created some documents for you to 

use to practice what you learn. You’ll find those documents on the student CD  that accompanied this tutorial. The files on 

the Student CD should be copied to your hard drive, so your can work with the Exercises.  It is recommended that you 

change the file properties to  “Read-only” to rotects them so that you can’t change them permanently. This allows you to 

repeat the exercises as often as you want. 

HISTORY OF MICROSOFT WORD 
Beginning with the 2003 version, the branding was revised to emphasize Word's identity as a component within the Office 

suite; Microsoft began calling it Microsoft Office Word instead of merely Microsoft Word. The latest releases are Word 

2007 for Windows and Word 2008 for Mac OS X. 

 

Microsoft Word was the first word processor for the IBM PC that showed actual line breaks and typeface markups such as 

bold and italics directly on the screen while editing, although this was not a true WYSIWYG system because available 

displays did not have the resolution to show actual typefaces. Other DOS word processors, such as WordStar and 

WordPerfect, used simple text only display with markup codes on the screen or sometimes, at the most, alternative 

colors.[ 

 

The first version of Word for Windows was released in 1989 at a price of 500 US dollars, With the release of Windows 3.0, 

sales of version of Word 2.0- became firmly established as the market leader for word processing software.[  

 

MICROSOFT WORD VERSIONS 

WORD 97 
 Word 95 and 97 had the same general operating performance as later versions such as Word 2000. This was the first 

copy of Word featuring the "Office Assistant", which was an animated helper used in all Office programs. This was a take 

over from the earlier launched concept in Microsoft Bob. 

WORD 2000 



 

 

For most users, one of the most obvious changes introduced with Word 2000 (and the rest of the Office 2000 suite) was a 

clipboard that could hold multiple objects at once. Another noticeable change was that the Office Assistant, whose 

frequent unsolicited appearance in Word 97 had annoyed many users, was changed to be less intrusive. 

WORD 2001/WORD X 
Word 2001 was bundled with the Macintosh Office for that platform, acquiring most, if not all, of the feature set of Word 

2000. Released in October 2000, Word 2001 was also sold individually apart from the Office suite. The Macintosh version, 

Word X, released in 2001, was the first version to run natively on (and require) Mac OS X. 

WORD 2002/XP 
Word 2002 was bundled with Office XP and was released in 2001. It had many of the same features as Word 2000 but had 

a major new feature called the 'Task Panes', which gave quicker information and control to a lot of features that were 

only available in modal dialog boxes before. One of the key advertising strategies for the software was the removal of the 

Office Assistant in favor of a new help system, although it was simply disabled by default. 

 

WORD 2003 
 Office Word 2003 for the 2003 version, the Office programs, including Word, were rebranded to emphasize the unity of 

the Office suite, so that Microsoft Word officially became Microsoft Office Word. 

 

WORD 2007 
The release includes numerous changes, including a new XML-based file format, a redesigned interface, an integrated 

equation editor and bibliographic management. Additionally, an XML data bag was introduced, accessible via the object 

model and file format, called Custom XML - this can be used in conjunction with a new feature called Content Controls 

implement structured documents. It also has contextual tabs, which are functionality specific only to the object with 

focus, and many other features like Live Preview (which enables you to view the document without making any 

permanent changes), Mini Toolbar, Super-tooltips, Quick Access toolbar, SmartArt, etc. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Syllabus 

Lesson One: Introduction p. 1.1 

Lesson Two: Basic Formatting p. 2.1 

Lesson Three: More Formatting p. 3.1 

Lesson Four: Paragraph Formatting p. 4.1 

Lesson Five: Style & Themes p. 5.1 

Lesson Six: Header, Footer, Bullet & List p. 6.1 

Lesson Seven: Tabs & Proofing p. 7.1 

Lesson Eight: Inserting Graphics p. 8.1 

  

Appendix A: Keyboard Shortcuts p. A.1 

Appendix B: Copy to Hard Drive p. B.1 

Appendix C: How to burn CD/DVD p. C.1 

Appendix D: Quick Reference Chart p. D.1 
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